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Aver Exchange, a decentralised sports betting and prediction exchange on the Solana blockchain,

announced today that the application has undergone its first user interface (UI) redesign. The

upgraded application is currently live and supporting active trading.

The new user interface is the result of months of community feedback, technical development,

and back testing from the Aver development team.

 

Key improvements and new features:

A cleaner aesthetic providing more efficient trading and an increase in available data

and information
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An upgraded search algorithm allowing participants to more easily find markets,

discover similar markets, and view previously resolved markets

Connection to the exchange via email and other single sign-on (SSO) portals

Improved cross-device functionality for participants on the go

Two different trading interfaces: Simple Mode and Pro Mode for different preferences

and experience levels

 

"We're very excited by the progress we've seen from the Aver development team and the UI

redesign cements Aver as an industry leader in decentralised sports betting and prediction

markets” said David Toh, partner at Mirana Ventures. “They continue to improve their product and

strive for the best user experience possible. We are excited for what the Aver team produces next."

The redesign comes five months after the launch of the exchange’s public beta on the Solana

mainnet on July 1, 2022.

 

 

Aver is a decentralised, peer-to-peer betting exchange built on the Solana blockchain. It

enables trustless trading, settlement and resolution of bets and predictions - without

reliance on any individuals or third-parties.
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